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Abstract
The Wilsonian renormalization group (RG) requires Euclidean signature. The conformal
factor of the metric then has a wrong-sign kinetic term, which has a profound effect on its
RG properties. In particular around the Gaussian fixed point, it supports a Hilbert space of
renormalizable interactions involving arbitrarily high powers of the gravitational fluctuations.
These interactions are characterised by being exponentially suppressed for large field amplitude,
perturbative in Newton’s constant but non-perturbative in Planck’s constant. By taking a limit
to the boundary of the Hilbert space, diffeomorphism invariance is recovered whilst retaining
renormalizability. Thus the so-called conformal factor instability points the way to constructing
a perturbatively renormalizable theory of quantum gravity.
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If one follows the by–now–standard procedures of perturbative quantum field theory, such as
those that make up the highly successful Standard Model of particle physics, then one finds that
quantum gravity suffers from the problem that it is not perturbatively renormalizable [1].
This single stumbling block has spawned many fantastic ideas for combining quantum mechanics
and gravity, none of which however has lead to a completely convincing theory. Indeed the very
fact that so many attempted routes continue to be pursued, is testament to the truth that none
has proved wholly persuasive.
In gravity the natural coupling constant is κ = 2/M , where κ2 = 32piG/~c, and M is the re-
duced Planck mass. Given that κ has negative mass dimension, perturbative non-renormalizability
is expected from simple power counting arguments. We claim however that perturbatively renor-
malizable quantum gravity may exist, and that properties already inherent to the Einstein-Hilbert
action tell us how it should be constructed. Although this theory is perturbative in κ, it is non-
perturbative in Planck’s constant, ~.
To understand why there is this possibility, one needs to work with the deeper understanding
of renormalization afforded by the Wilsonian RG [2]. An essential ingredient for this concept,
is the Kadanoff blocking [3], where one integrates out degrees of freedom at short distances to
obtain effective short range interactions. Thus one must work in Euclidean signature, so that short
distance really does imply short range. This leads to the infamous “conformal factor instability”.
The Einstein-Hilbert action, SEH , is the integral over the scalar curvature. Since there exist
Euclidean manifolds with arbitrarily large curvature of either sign, the action cannot be bounded
below.1 It means that the functional integral,
Z =
∫
Dgµν e−SEH/~ ,
from which we would hope to construct the theory, is more than usually ill-defined.
To construct the theory as a genuine quantum field theory, we must be able to take a continuum
limit. Let Λ be the mass-energy scale associated to the effective interactions. This is the inverse of
the distance scale, and also the scale of the effective cutoff built into the Wilsonian effective action.
At its simplest, taking a continuum limit means firstly finding a fixed point action under the RG, and
then perturbing this action by adding all and only the relevant interactions. (Universality follows
from the fact that the irrelevant interactions cannot keep their own couplings.) The continuum limit
is reached by tuning the corresponding relevant couplings as Λ→∞, in a way that is determined
by the RG itself.
1In fact it is large positive curvature that is the problem.
1
For a RG fixed point to exist, the manifold must itself look the same at any scale. That tells
us to work with fluctuations on flat R4. Expressing those fluctuations as
gµν = δµν + κHµν , where Hµν = hµν +
1
2 ϕ δµν ,
hµν being the traceless part, and ϕ the traceful (conformal factor) part, and choosing a Feynman
– De Donder gauge, the problem is clearly visible already for free gravitons and isolated in the
kinetic term for ϕ which has the wrong sign for convergence of the partition function:
LkineticEH =
1
2
(∂λhµν)
2 − 1
2
(∂λϕ)
2 .
Previously the problem has been dealt with by continuing the conformal factor functional integral
along the imaginary axis: ϕ 7→ iϕ [4]. Instead we keep the instability and find that it has a profound
effect on the Wilsonian RG.
In the Wilsonian viewpoint, the free field action is the Gaussian fixed point, and from this one
reads off that both hµν and ϕ are to be regarded as having unit dimension.
2 The (marginally)
relevant couplings are just those we then find have non-negative dimension. In the language of
perturbation theory, they are the renormalizable couplings. Indeed the power counting arguments
mentioned earlier also tell you that renormalizable couplings should have non-negative dimension.
With the right sign kinetic term, for example for hµν (also for ϕ if we continue it along the
imaginary axis), perturbing around the Gaussian fixed point gives polynomial interactions. More
precisely, eigen-perturbations are Hermite polynomials, which form a complete orthonormal basis
from which one can build any effective interaction in this Hilbert space providing it grows slow
enough with large amplitude that it is square integrable under a Sturm-Liouville weight function:
ωΛ(h) = exp
(
−a
2h2µν
~Λ2
)
,
where a is a non-universal constant [5]. The dimension of the coupling is set by the highest power in
the polynomial (the lower powers generated by tadpole quantum corrections ∼ ~Λ2). The problem
of perturbative renormalizability in this language is simply that the interactions you get from
the Einstein-Hilbert action take the form3 hn∂h∂h, so that all the corresponding couplings have
negative dimension. Thus the only continuum limit that can be formed is the one for free gravitons.
For ϕ however, one finds that the wrong sign kinetic term also changes the sign in the weight
function [6, 7]:
ωΛ(ϕ) = exp
(
+
a2ϕ2
~Λ2
)
.
2RG scaling dimension, which is equal to the mass-dimension at the Gaussian fixed point.
3Indices suppressed; n (later m) a non-negative integer; ∂ a space-time differential.
2
For universality and the continuum limit, we need to be able to parametrise perturbations using
couplings, i.e. we need a Hilbert space structure. This tells us we cannot use polynomials now,
since polynomials are not square integrable under ωΛ(ϕ). Instead the Hilbert space is spanned by
the following orthonormal set of eigen-operators:
δ
(n)
Λ (ϕ) =
∂n
∂ϕn
δ
(0)
Λ(ϕ) , where δ
(0)
Λ(ϕ) =
a
Λ
exp
(
−a
2ϕ2
~Λ2
)
.
Since these “δ-operators” have dimension −1− n, if they appeared on their own in the effective
action, the corresponding couplings gn would have dimension 5+n. They would thus form an infinite
tower of interactions, whose couplings all have positive dimension, and are thus all renormalizable.
Also in dramatic contrast to the polynomials, these operators are non-perturbatively quantum, i.e.
have no Taylor expansion in ~.
Furthermore, purely h interactions are now ruled out since a constant in ϕ is also not inte-
grable under ωΛ(ϕ). Instead the most general interaction that is allowed can be expressed as
σ(h, ∂, ∂ϕ)fΛ(ϕ), where σ is a monomial containing powers of h, ∂
mh, and ∂mϕ, and
fΛ(ϕ) =
∞∑
n=0
gnδ
(n)
Λ (ϕ) .
Here again the gn are the corresponding couplings, now subsumed in a coefficient function. At first
sight, factors of ϕ should be allowed in σ, and further factors of δ
(m)
Λ (ϕ) could appear, but together
with fΛ these give functions of ϕ that are square integrable under ωΛ(ϕ) and thus by the Hilbert
space property, can be re-expanded as a linear combination of the δ-operators.
To build the quantum field theory, we need to include all the couplings with positive dimension,
discarding those low-n couplings which have negative dimension when σ is taken into account. In
this way we create renormalizable interactions involving arbitrarily high powers in σ(h, ∂, ∂ϕ).
But to be gravity, we must be able to choose couplings that allow diffeomorphism invariance.
This means restoring BRST invariance on removing the cutoff, adapting standard methods, but
also dealing with breaking by the coefficient functions [9]. For the latter, consider the interaction
of gravity with matter. At first order in κ this must now take the form:
Lint ∼ TµνfΛ(ϕ)Hµν ,
where Tµν is the stress-energy tensor, and κ has been absorbed into the couplings gn. Their
dimension is therefore [gn] = n, and thus Lint is renormalizable in all its couplings (except possibly
the marginal g0). This interaction should be invariant under linearised diffeomorphism invariance,
3
δHµν = 2∂(µξν). Without the fΛ, this is true by integration by parts, using energy-momentum
conservation: ∂µT
µν = 0. But with fΛ in the way, diffeomorphism invariance is lost.
However fΛ(ϕ) can be any function that is square integrable under ωΛ(ϕ), and we will send
Λ→∞ when we form the continuum limit. In this way we can choose the gn so that at any fixed
value of ϕ, fΛ → κ in this limit. For example this is achieved by setting fΛ = κ/ωΛ(ϕ). For higher
dimension interactions where m low-n couplings must be set to zero to maintain renormalizability,
we incorporate m parameters e.g. fΛ = κ
∑m
n=0 an/ω
γn
Λ , γn >
1
2 and
∑m
n=0 an = 1.
Thus it seems we have all the elements necessary to construct quantum gravity as a genuine
quantum field theory, and moreover the properties required were there all along in the structure
of the action for General Relativity. The resulting quantum field theory however is radically dif-
ferent from its Standard Model cousins. Although it can be treated perturbatively in κ, it is
non-perturbative in ~, which means that perturbative corrections are computed only by summing
over all loops simultaneously, and it is inherent to the construction that diffeomorphism invariance
is recovered only after the passage to the continuum limit.4
This should be contrasted with the so many other attempted routes to quantum gravity. Mean-
while experimental and theoretical progress has resulted in an increasing number of questions for
such a theory: what is dark energy (or looks like it)? what is dark matter (or looks like it)? how
do black holes emit Hawking radiation but stay consistent with unitarity? what drives or mim-
ics inflation in the early universe? what ensured that the universe, inflated or otherwise, started
sufficiently homogeneous?
What physics will this theory unveil? We do not know yet, but we are about to find out.
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